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Abstract—This paper considers affine cyclic-prefixed block-
based pilot-aided transmission (PAT) over the single-antenna
doubly selective channel, where the channel is assumed to obey a
complex-exponential basis expansion model. First, a tight lower
bound on the mean-squared error (MSE) of pilot-aided channel
estimates is derived, along with necessary and sufficient conditions
on the pilot/data pattern that achieves this bound. From these con-
ditions, novel minimum-MSE (MMSE) PAT schemes are proposed
and upper/lower bounds on their ergodic achievable rates are
derived. A pilot/data power allocation technique is also developed.
A high-SNR asymptotic analysis of the ergodic achievable rate
of affine MMSE-PAT is then performed which suggests that the
channel’s spreading parameters should be taken into account
when choosing among affine MMSE-PAT schemes. Specifically,
we establish that multicarrier MMSE-PAT achieves higher rates
than single-carrier MMSE-PAT when the channel’s delay-spread
dominates its Doppler-spread, and vice versa.

Index Terms—Achievable rates, channel estimation, doubly
dispersive channels, doubly selective channels, minimum
mean-squared error (MMSE), noncoherent channels, optimal
training, pilot-assisted wireless transmissions, pilot symbols.

I. INTRODUCTION

WIRELESS channels that exhibit multipath fading are
typically modeled as a linear transformation parameter-

ized by random fading coefficients. Several coherent coding and
decoding techniques have been developed to combat fading for
the case that the receiver and/or transmitter knows these fading
coefficients. In many practical scenarios, however, neither the
transmitter nor the receiver has this channel state information
(CSI). In the latter case, it is common to employ pilot-aided
transmission (PAT), whereby the transmitter embeds known
pilot (i.e., training) signals that the receiver can use to estimate
the channel. The estimated channel coefficients can then be
used by coherent decoding techniques. Cavers [1] authored
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one of the first analytical studies of PAT. Since then, there has
been a growing interest in PAT design. See [2] for a recent
comprehensive overview.

A popular PAT design criterion is the minimization of
channel estimate mean-square error (MSE). For frequency
selective channels, minimum-MSE (MMSE) PAT schemes
were obtained in [3]–[5] for orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing (OFDM) systems. For time selective channels,
MMSE-PAT schemes were obtained in [6] for single-carrier
modulation (SCM) systems. For slowly time-varying fre-
quency-selective channels, MMSE-PAT design for OFDM
was discussed in [7], [8], and [9] for single-antenna and mul-
tiple-antenna systems, respectively.

Since the bandwidth and power consumed by pilot symbols
compromise the bandwidth and power available for informa-
tion-bearing data symbols, PAT schemes may suffer a loss
of information rate relative to noncoherent communication
schemes that do not explicitly transmit pilots. To address this
issue, several authors have studied the PAT design problem
using information-theoretic tools (e.g., [10]–[15]). For example,
[10]–[14] optimized the location, power, and number of pilot
symbols by maximizing a lower bound on ergodic channel ca-
pacity, and, in doing so, uncovered connections between MSE
minimization and achievable-rate maximization. In fact, for
some channel models, MMSE-PAT and capacity-bound-max-
imizing PAT schemes coincide [10]–[14]. Furthermore, in
the high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) regime, some of these
MMSE-PAT schemes are first-order capacity-optimal, i.e., their
achievable rates exhibit the same growth-rate (versus SNR) as
the noncoherent channel’s capacity [10], [11], [16], [17].

In this paper, we consider the PAT design problem for doubly
selective channels (DSC), i.e., channels which disperse the
transmitted signal in both the time and frequency domains.
Such channels are expected for future wireless systems com-
municating broadband data in highly mobile environments. In
particular, we consider single-antenna DSCs whose time-evo-
lution is well approximated by a complex-exponential (CE)
basis expansion model (BEM) [18, p. 65], [19]. For these chan-
nels, time- and frequency-domain dispersion is characterized
by delay and Doppler-spread, respectively. Motivated by the
information-theoretic optimality of MMSE-PAT schemes for
certain flat and frequency-selective channels [10], [11], [16],
we focus on the design and analysis of MMSE-PAT schemes
for the DSC. While most studies on MMSE-PAT [3], [5],
[6], [9] and achievable-rate-maximizing PAT [10]–[14], [20]
assume a specific modulation scheme (e.g., OFDM or SCM),
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our study applies to the general class of cyclic-prefixed (CP)
affine precoding [21] schemes. Affine precoding subsumes
all schemes which transmit the sum of an energy-constrained
pilot vector and a linearly precoded data vector, where the
choice of the precoding matrix is arbitrary. For this setting, we
derive necessary and sufficient conditions on the combination
of pilot vector and precoding matrix that yield MMSE channel
estimates. These conditions reveal the fundamental structure of
all PAT schemes (i.e., irrespective of modulation format) that
are MMSE for this DSC, paving the way for the design of novel
MMSE-PAT schemes. Using these conditions, we then analyze
the achievable rate of affine MMSE-PAT transmission and pro-
pose pilot/data power-allocation guidelines for it. The ergodic
achievable rate is further analyzed in the high-SNR regime, and
the spectral efficiency of systems which transmit a stream of
affine MMSE-PAT blocks are characterized. This latter analysis
provides insight into the roles of delay- and Doppler-spread
on MMSE-PAT performance. Finally, numerical examples are
presented to illustrate the theoretical results.

We now comment on related work. In [12] and [14], the
authors investigated DSC PAT design for SCM with the goal
of maximizing achievable rate. Due to connections between
achievable-rate maximization and MSE-minimization, the PAT
schemes proposed in [12] and [14] turn out to be MMSE. How-
ever, as a consequence of our more general affine-precoding
framework, we are able to show that the MMSE-PAT scheme
obtained in [12] is but one of many affine MMSE-PAT schemes
possible for the DSC. Furthermore, our achievable-rate anal-
ysis provides a means of comparing among different affine
MMSE-PAT schemes and establishes that a particular mul-
ticarrier MMSE-PAT scheme achieves higher rates than the
single-carrier MMSE-PAT scheme from [12] when the DSC’s
discrete delay-spread dominates its discrete Doppler-spread.

The paper1 is organized as follows. In Section II, we de-
rive MMSE conditions and design MMSE-PAT schemes for
single-block transmission. In Section III, we perform an infor-
mation-theoretic analysis of MMSE-PAT, also for single-block
transmission. In Section IV, we study the spectral efficiency
of schemes which transmit a stream of MMSE-PAT blocks. In
Section V, we present numerical results, and, in Section VI, we
conclude.

II. MMSE-PAT DESIGN

In this section, we consider affine precoding for CP block
transmission over the single-antenna DSC, where a CE-BEM is

1Notation: Matrices (column vectors) are denoted by upper-case (lower-case)
bold-face letters. Hermitian is denoted by (�) , transpose by (�) , and conjugate
by (�) . The determinant and Frobenius norm are denoted by det(�) and k �
k , respectively. The expectation, trace, Kronecker delta, Kronecker product,
modulo-N and integer ceiling operations are denoted by Ef�g, trf�g, �(�), 
,
h�i and d�e, respectively. The null space and column space of a matrix are
denoted by null(�) and col(�), respectively, and the dimension of a vector space
is denoted by dim(�). The operation [�] extracts the (n;m) element of a
matrix, where the row/column indicesn;m begin with 0, while diag(�) denotes
a diagonal matrix constructed from the vector-valued argument. The N � N

unitary DFT and identity matrices are denoted byFFF and III , respectively, and
appropriately dimensioned identity and all-zero matrices are denoted by III and
0, respectively. The union, intersection, and set-minus operators are denoted by
[, \, and n, respectively, while the empty set is denoted by ;. Finally, the sets
of integers, reals, positive reals, and complex numbers are denoted by , , ,
and , respectively.

used to characterize the channel variation over the block dura-
tion. We outline a procedure for designing MMSE-PAT schemes
for this DSC and provide several novel MMSE-PAT examples.

A. Cyclic-Prefix Block Transmission Model

The sampled complex-baseband DSC output is related
to the transmitted signal via

(1)

where is zero-mean -variance circular white Gaussian
noise (CWGN) and is the time- channel response to an
impulse applied at time . Here, denotes the channel’s
delay-spread normalized to the sampling interval . To avoid
interference from the preceding block, each length- transmis-
sion block2 is preceded by a CP of length .
The received vector is formed as ,
from which it can be seen that the CP portion is discarded. The
effect of CP overhead will be discussed at length in Section IV.
Throughout this section, we assume modulo- indexing, i.e.,

. With the definitions ,

, ,
, ,

the DSC block transmission model (1) can be written as

(2)

where and .
The transmitted signal is constructed as ,

where is the pilot sequence and is the zero-mean
data sequence. Using and to construct and , re-
spectively, in the manner of , we find

(3)

with . The data vector
is constructed via linear precoding as , where

is the information-bearing symbol vector
and is an arbitrary full-rank precoding matrix.
Thus, our transmission strategy coincides with the general case
of affine precoding [21], i.e.,

(4)

with and
. As we will see, the channel estimate MSE is a direct func-

tion of the pilot energy

(5)

Our generic transmission model allows us to analyze PAT for
many modulation schemes under a common framework. Notice
that, for SCM and OFDM systems, the columns of are chosen
from those of and , respectively.

2When we refer to a “transmission block of length N ,” we do not include the
contribution from the CP.
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B. Doubly Selective Channel Model

The following CE-BEM [18, p. 65], [19] will be used to de-
scribe the channel response over the -length block duration.
For and , we assume
that

(6)

where the CE-BEM coefficients are zero-mean and
uncorrelated with positive variance. The CE-BEM (6) has been
widely used to model time-varying communication channels
(e.g., [12], [17]–[19]) and can be interpreted as an -term
truncated Fourier-series approximation of each of the coef-
ficient trajectories . The appli-
cation of truncated Fourier series can be motivated by the ban-
dlimited nature of coefficient trajectories that results from finite
mobile velocities. Specifically, path lengths which vary by at
most meters per second imply a maximum single-sided
Doppler-spread of Hz, where denotes the
carrier wavelength [18]. Since the use of

terms in the Fourier series yields a reasonably accurate ap-
proximation to each trajectory, we assume this value of
throughout. We allow CE-BEM coefficients with possibly un-
equal variances in order to model arbitrary delay profiles and
Doppler spectra.

We emphasize that, like all models, this CE-BEM approxi-
mates the DSC; it does not yield a “perfect” description. (See
[17] for a thorough discussion on the validity of the CE-BEM.)
While alternative BEMs have been proposed that, in some cases,
yield “better” approximations (e.g., the polynomial [22] and
Slepian [23] BEMs), they make MMSE-PAT analysis difficult, if
not impossible. We adopt the CE-BEM (6) because it is reason-
ably accurate and yields a tractable MMSE-PAT analysis with
insightful results.

With defined element-wise as
,

,

, , (6) can be written
compactly as

(7)

Note that, because and because
is diagonal and positive definite, (7) gives the Karhunen-Lòeve
(KL) expansion of . We assume that the DSC has an
average energy gain of unity, so that

.
In the sequel, we refer to as the “discrete delay-spread”

and to as the “discrete Doppler-spread.” In addition, we
refer to as the “normalized Doppler-spread” and to

as the channel’s “spreading index.” We
restrict our focus to channels for which , known as “un-
derspread” channels [24], so that , the number of indepen-
dent channel parameters per block, is less than the block length

. The underspread assumption is standard for radio-frequency
channels [25].

C. MSE Lower Bound

The linear-MMSE (LMMSE) estimate of given the knowl-
edge of and the knowledge of the second-order statistics
of is [26]

(8)

where and . With
our transmission and channel models, we have

, and hence and
. Our

channel estimator is pilot-aided, noniterative and nondeci-
sion-aided. The channel estimation error has
variance given by [26]

(9)

In this paper, we are interested PAT schemes which minimize
the MSE (9) of the LMMSE channel estimate (8) subject to
a pilot power constraint . Specifically, we are interested in
finding the combination of -constrained pilot vector and
orthonormal data modulation matrix which minimize the es-
timation MSE . We refer to such combinations of as
affine MMSE-PAT schemes. We shall see later that there are
many combinations which lead to minimal MSE. We
now proceed to the characterization of these affine MMSE-PAT
schemes.

Theorem 1 (MSE Lower Bound): For -block CP affine PAT
over the CE-BEM DSC with the pilot-aided channel estimator
(8), the channel estimate MSE (9) obeys

(10)

where equality in (10) occurs if and only if the following two
conditions hold:

Pilot-Data Orthogonality (11)

Optimal Excitation (12)

When (11) and (12) are met, and
are given by

(13)

(14)

Proof: See Appendix I.
Condition (11) says that pilots and data should be multiplexed

in a way that preserves orthogonality at the channel output,
while condition (12) says that pilots should be constructed so
that the channel modes are independently excited with equal en-
ergy. Defining , we rephrase the MSE optimality
requirements (11), (12) in terms of the pilot sequence
and modulation sequences , using the index sets

and .
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Lemma 1 (Time-Domain Conditions): For -block CP affine
PAT over the CE-BEM DSC, the pair (15), (16) form necessary
and sufficient conditions for equality in (10)

(15)

(16)

Proof: See Appendix II.
We are not aware of previous results which specify the con-

ditions on affine transmission parameters that are necessary and
sufficient to minimize the MSE of LMMSE DSC estimates (8).
Previous work on DSC PAT design [12], [14] was based on the
maximization of a channel-capacity lower bound for the specific
case of SCM. Requirements on pilot-data orthogonality to min-
imize the least squares (LS) estimation error variance were dis-
cussed, for frequency selective channels, in [4]. Our pilot-data
orthogonality requirement (16) establishes that, for DSC affine
MMSE-PAT, the data modulation basis must be orthogonal to
certain time- and frequency-shifts of the pilot vector.

D. Bounds on “Data Dimension”

In this section, we obtain bounds on the data dimension
of affine MMSE-PAT schemes, i.e., schemes for which
satisfies (15) and (16). Defining element-wise
as , and defining

, , as well as

, we see that (16) can be written
as , implying that each must lie in the null space of

. Clearly, , the number of columns in , must obey

(17)

We restrict3 our attention to the case when equality is attained
in (17) by choosing such that its columns form a basis for

. Based on the structure of , we can bound as
follows. From the construction of , it follows that the
rows of are contained within the
rows of . To satisfy (12), the rows of must be orthog-
onal. Thus, , and so
(15), (16) imply

(18)

From (18), we see that MMSE-PAT dedicates at least ,
but no more than , signaling dimensions to
pilots. The implication is that the PAT schemes which achieve
equality in (10) obey . This result is intu-
itive, because, to minimize MSE, the pilot symbols must es-
timate all independent BEM coefficients, thereby con-
suming at least signaling dimensions. Our analysis also
shows that PAT schemes can support a data dimension of at least

without sacrificing MSE.

3In Section III, we establish that higher N leads to higher data rates in the
high-SNR regime.

E. Time-Frequency Duality of MMSE-PAT

Time-frequency duality is a well-known and fundamental
concept in communication theory (see, e.g., [24]). While it has
been recently applied to the design of space-time codes (e.g.,
[27]), we now demonstrate that it can be applied to the design
of affine MMSE-PAT schemes for the DSC. We refer to ,
for and , as the “frequency-domain
counterpart” of . Using this notation, Lemma 2 gives the
frequency-domain analogy of Lemma 1.

Lemma 2 (Frequency-Domain Conditions): For -block CP
affine PAT over the CE-BEM DSC, the pair (19), (20) form nec-
essary and sufficient conditions for equality in (10)

(19)

(20)

Proof: Plugging
into (15), it is straightforward to show that (15) and (19) are
equivalent. A similar technique proves the equivalence between
(16) and (20).

Note that the conditions in Lemma 2 mirror those in
Lemma 1, except that the discrete delay-spread and discrete
Doppler-spread have interchanged their roles. Our duality
result can be stated concisely as follows.

Lemma 1 (Duality): If parameterizes -block CP
MMSE-PAT over the CE-BEM DSC with discrete delay-spread

and discrete Doppler-spread , then pa-
rameterizes -block CP MMSE-PAT for the CE-BEM DSC
with discrete delay-spread and discrete Doppler-spread .

To our knowledge, the application of time-frequency duality
to the design of DSC MMSE-PAT schemes is novel. Similari-
ties between the structure of MMSE-PAT schemes for SCM over
time-selective channels [28] and OFDM over frequency selec-
tive channels [4] have been previously noted in [28]. However,
our result on the duality of DSC MMSE-PAT is more general,
and applies to any affine modulation scheme (including, but not
limited to, SCM and OFDM), as illustrated by the MMSE-PAT
examples given in Section II-F.

F. Examples of Affine MMSE-PAT

Here we give several examples of -block CP affine
MMSE-PAT schemes for the CE-BEM DSC with discrete
delay-spread and discrete Doppler-spread , using the

parameterization. It is straightforward to verify that the
following examples satisfy the MMSE-PAT conditions (15),
(16) and (19), (20).

Example 1 (TDKD): Assuming , define the pilot
index set
and the guard index set

. An -block CP MMSE-PAT scheme for the CE-BEM
DSC is given by the pilot vector if

, if and by constructed from
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Fig. 1. (a) Structure of TDKD with N = 5 and N = 3. (b) Structure of FDKD with N = 3 and N = 5.

the columns of with indices not in the set . Both
and are arbitrary. The corre-

sponding data dimension is .
Example 1 specifies a PAT scheme in which the data and pilot

sequences are nonoverlapping in the time domain, where the
pilot pattern consists of periodic time-domain bursts, and where
each burst has a truncated Kronecker-delta structure, with con-
trolling the time-offset of the first burst. (See Fig. 1). Note that
the burst period satisfies a Nyquist-sampling
criterion. This “time-domain Kronecker delta” (TDKD) scheme
bears similarity to the PAT scheme proposed in [29] (heuristi-
cally) and later in [12], with the difference that [12] focused on
zero-padded (ZP) block transmission, which allows for efficient
concatenation of blocks. We make a thorough comparison of CP
and ZP schemes in Section IV.

Example 2 (FDKD): Assuming , define the pilot
index set and

the guard index set

. An -block CP MMSE-PAT scheme for the CE-BEM
DSC is given by the pilot vector , with

if , if and by

constructed from the columns of the IDFT matrix with in-
dices not in the set . Both and

, are arbitrary. The corresponding data dimension is
.

Example 2 specifies a PAT scheme in which the data and
pilot sequences are nonoverlapping in the frequency domain,
where the pilot pattern consists of periodic subcarrier clusters,
and where each cluster has a truncated Kronecker-delta struc-
ture, with controlling the offset of the first cluster (see Fig. 1).
Note that the cluster spacing satisfies a frequency-do-
main Nyquist-sampling criterion. This “frequency-domain Kro-
necker delta” (FDKD) scheme is the time-frequency dual of
TDKD and bears similarity to the heuristic PAT schemes pro-
posed in [29] and [30]. For the special case of frequency-selec-
tive channels (i.e., ), FDKD coincides with the MSE-op-
timal OFDM system identified in [3] and [4], where the pilot
clusters reduce to pilot tones.

Example 3 (Time-Domain Chirps): Assuming even ,
an -block CP MMSE-PAT scheme for the CE-BEM
DSC is given by and

, for
and , where the data

dimension .
Example 4 (Frequency-Domain Chirps): Assuming

even , an -block CP MMSE-PAT scheme for the
CE-BEM DSC is given by and ,
with and

, for
and , where the data

dimension .
To our knowledge, the use of “chirp” signaling for DSC

MMSE PAT is novel; though a chirp-based PAT scheme was
suggested in [31], it was not MMSE. We refer to examples 3
and 4 as “chirp” schemes because the pilot and data waveforms
are linear chirps, as evidenced by the term in the complex
exponentials. With our chirp schemes, the pilots and data are
superimposed in both the time and frequency domains, but
still linearly separable at the channel output, as required by
(11). Note that the PATs in Example 3 and Example 4 are
time-frequency duals.

III. ACHIEVABLE-RATE ANALYSIS OF MMSE-PAT

We now calculate bounds on the ergodic achievable rate of
affine precoded MMSE-PAT schemes for the CE-BEM DSC,
paying special attention to the high-SNR regime. Lemma 1,
which distills the fundamental properties of these MMSE-PAT
schemes, allows this achievable-rate analysis to be conducted
in a unified manner. In particular, we derive bounds on the mu-
tual information between the input and output of the DSC when
an affine MMSE-PAT scheme is employed. In addition, we pro-
pose a pilot/data power allocation procedure, recalling that, until
now, we have assumed fixed pilot energy and arbitrary data
energy. Finally, we deepen our analysis in the high-SNR regime
and compare the MMSE-PAT examples from Section II-F.

A. Definitions

As before, we consider the transmitter and channel models
discussed in Sections II-A and II-B, respectively. Suppose that
the MMSE-PAT scheme has pilot energy [recall (5)]
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and yields data dimension . It will be convenient to write the
input-output relation (2) as

(21)

where is defined element-wise as

(22)

with for . We also define
and in the same way as , but from and , respectively. It

can be verified that ,

and , where and were given
in (13) and (14), respectively.

For Section III, we make two additional assumptions on our
model. First, we assume that the channel coefficient vector
is Gaussian and varies independently from block to block. In
practice, independent fading across blocks can be achieved
through block-level interleaving. Second, we assume that the
columns of precoding matrix are orthonormal (whereas
earlier was specified as full rank). Note that, for the purpose
of ergodic achievable-rate analysis, this assumption can be
made w.l.o.g., since the mutual information between and

remains unaffected by invertible transformations of . We
then define the data energy ,
the total energy , and the transmission power

. In addition, we
define , as motivated by our energy-preserving
channel model. Finally, we define the normalized data power

. Note that these energy and power definitions
do not take the CP into account; the effects of the CP will be
discussed in Section IV.

B. Achievable-Rate Bounds

In this section, we obtain achievable-rate bounds assuming
a zero-mean i.i.d. Gaussian distribution for . The gen-
eral distribution case will be treated in Section III-D. To
present the bounds, we use the normalized channel estimate

, where .
Theorem 2 (Achievable-Rate Bounds): For the -block

CP affine MMSE-PAT scheme with zero-mean i.i.d.
Gaussian over the CE-BEM DSC, the per-block
ergodic achievable rate in bits/block obeys

, where

(23)

(24)

(25)

(26)

Proof: See Appendix III.
The lower bound (23) describes the “worst case” scenario of

channel estimation error acting as additive Gaussian noise. This

concept was previously used in, e.g., [10]. The upper bound (24)
describes the “best case” scenario of perfect channel estimates.
The achievable rate specifies a rate below which
codes can be designed so that the probability of the decoding
error is arbitrarily small. Though we have not considered any
particular decoding technique in Theorem 2, it follows from [32]
that weighted minimum distance decoding can facilitate a rate
of . In Section IV, we consider the effects of the
CP and write the achievable rate in units of bits/s/Hz.

It is insightful to compare , the achievable rate
of affine MMSE-PAT, to , the achievable rate of a
system with perfect receiver-CSI, under equal transmission
power . (With perfect CSI, there is, of course, no need for
pilots.) With i.i.d. Gaussian data, the achievable rates are known
to be [33] bits/block
with . Two principle factors separate
from . First, MMSE-PAT suffers from channel
estimation error, which degrades by affecting the
“effective SNR” (25). Second, MMSE-PAT uses only out of

total signaling dimensions for data transmission. Note, from
(21), (23), and (24), that MMSE-PAT communicates the data
through the “effective channel” , which offers
only degrees of freedom. The perfect-receiver-CSI system,
on the other hand, communicates data through the effective
channel , which offers degrees of freedom. Our
asymptotic analysis in Section III-D provides further insight on
these issues.

C. Pilot/Data Power Allocation

Until now, our MMSE-PAT schemes were designed using
fixed pilot energy . Now we consider the problem of ju-
diciously allocating a fixed energy between pilots and
data. Notice the inherent tradeoff: increasing the pilot power
decreases the channel estimation error but also decreases the
data power, which in turn increases the sensitivity to noise and
channel estimation error. Intuitively, power should be allocated
to maximize an “effective SNR” which takes into account both
the noise and channel estimation errors. The approach we take
is to maximize .

Let denote the fraction of energy allocated to the
data symbols, i.e., and . We are in-
terested in finding . Recall that must
satisfy , which is equivalent to satis-
fying

(27)
with

(28)

and . Numerical techniques can be used to
find the roots, within the interval (0,1), of the polynomial (27).
Among these roots, is the one which maximizes .
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In the case of identically distributed BEM coefficients, i.e.,
, it can be shown that the maximizer of

is

if
if
if

(29)

with . Further-
more, it can be shown that maximizes the achievable-rate
lower bound given in (23). To see this, note that the channel

and the normalized channel estimate
have the same covariance, and hence and have the same
distribution, so that the power allocation fraction affects the

only through . Since is an
increasing function of , maximizing is equivalent to max-
imizing .

For the case of general , closed-form solutions for
are possible in the high-SNR and low-SNR asymptotic cases.
It can be shown that and

, where is
calculated from (29) using . Note that
all affine MMSE-PAT schemes with data dimension have

maximized by the same pilot/data power allocation.

D. Asymptotic Achievable Rates

In Section III-B, we derived ergodic achievable-rate bounds
on affine MMSE-PAT assuming that the distribution of is i.i.d.
Gaussian. In this section, by focusing on the high-SNR regime,
we find the maximal achievable rate optimized over all input
distributions.

Theorem 3 (High-SNR Achievable Rate): For the -block
CP MMSE-PAT scheme with data dimension over
the CE-BEM DSC, the per-block maximal ergodic rate is given
by

SNR (30)

as SNR . In addition, an i.i.d. Gaussian input distribution
achieves the first-order term in (30).

Proof: See Appendix IV.
Note that, in the high-SNR regime, the difference in achiev-

able rate between affine MMSE-PAT with an i.i.d. Gaussian
input and with the optimal input is only a finite constant; this
lends weight to the Gaussian analysis in Section III-B.

In the case of -block transmission under perfect re-
ceiver-CSI, it is well known that the asymptotic capacity obeys

SNR as SNR .
Notice that, in the high-SNR regime, and
increase linearly in SNR with slopes and , respec-
tively. Recalling the range of from (18), it is evident that
affine MMSE-PAT suffers a pre-log factor penalty relative
to the perfect-receiver-CSI system. In fact, at high SNR, the
loss in pre-log factor becomes the dominant cost of imperfect
receiver-CSI, since there the MMSE-PAT channel estimates
will be accurate and losses due to channel estimation error

will be insignificant. For channels with low spreading index
(i.e., ), will be close to (recall ),
and, hence, the pre-log factors of and will be
similar. Thus, for low spreading indices and moderately high
SNR, the rates achieved by affine MMSE-PAT should not be far
from those of a perfect-receiver-CSI system. This is intuitively
satisfying, since smaller implies relatively few unknown
channel parameters and thus relatively small pilot overhead.
On the other hand, for channels with high spreading index (
close to 1), will be significantly less than [recall (18)].
In this case, can deviate significantly from ,
even at moderately high SNR. These trends are confirmed by
the numerical results in Section V.

For specific modulation schemes, PAT achievable rates have
been previously investigated for flat [10], [16], frequency-se-
lective [11] and time-selective [17] fading channels. For SCM
over the DSC, PAT parameters have been optimized with the
goal of achievable-rate maximization in [12], yielding a scheme
which resembles the TDKD example in Section II-F. In con-
trast, our achievable-rate analyses and pilot/data power alloca-
tion procedure apply to any affine CP MMSE-PAT scheme over
the CE-BEM DSC, including the MMSE-PAT examples given
in Section II-F. Furthermore, our unified rate analysis allows a
comparison of different affine MMSE-PAT schemes according
to their achievable rates. To this end, Theorem 3 implies that,
among affine MMSE-PAT schemes, the one with the highest
data-dimension will yield the highest information rate in
the high-SNR regime. Comparing the examples in Section II-F
for channel parameters , TDKD maximizes when

and FDKD maximizes when . Apart
from the trivial case , the chirp-based MMSE-PAT
schemes yield smaller than both TDKD and FDKD.

IV. SPECTRAL EFFICIENCY OF STREAMING MMSE-PAT

In this section, we analyze the spectral efficiency of sys-
tems which transmit a stream of blocks, where each block is
constructed according to the affine MMSE-PAT principles dis-
cussed earlier and separated from its neighbors by time-domain
guard intervals. We consider guards based on CP (as assumed in
Section II) as well as ZP (as assumed, e.g., in [12]). In particular,
we examine the time-bandwidth resources consumed by these
systems and analyze their achievable rates in units of bits/s/Hz.
To quantify time-bandwidth consumption, we consider the use
of an arbitrary continuous-time baseband-equivalent pulse. The
analysis in this section facilitates a direct comparison between
the CP-based MMSE-PAT schemes in Section II-F and the
ZP-based SCM scheme from [12].

A. Streaming Transmission Models

Let denote the discrete-time transmitted
sequence within the block, and let denote a contin-
uous-time (complex baseband) pulse shape. We assume that

is constructed in the manner of from
(4), but with pilot and data that satisfy the affine MMSE-PAT
conditions in Lemma 1. We assume that is negligible for

and that
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Fig. 2. Time and bandwidth occupation for several streaming MMSE-PAT systems designed for N = 3 and N = 3. Darkly shaded shows channel input and
lightly shaded shows channel output. Note the use of a time-frequency concentrated modulation pulse c(t).

is negligible for . Using to de-
note the continuous-time transmitted waveform, the streaming
cyclic-prefixed (SCP) modulator generates

(31)
where modulo- indexing is assumed for in (31). We
refer to SCP with constructed according to the
FDKD example from Example 2, with and arbi-
trary , as “SCP-FDKD.” Similarly, we use “SCP-Chirp” to
refer to the corresponding schemes constructed from either the
time- or frequency-domain Chirp examples from Section II-F.
(See Fig. 2.) Because of the CP, the SCP block period equals

seconds. For the streaming zero-padded (SZP)
PAT scheme from [12], the modulator generates

(32)

We refer to SZP with constructed according to
the TDKD example from Example 1, with and
arbitrary , as “SZP-TDKD.” (See Fig. 2.) Noting that the
TDKD samples are zero-valued for this
choice of , it can be seen that SZP-TDKD takes advantage of
a “built in” ZP, which permits efficient concatenation of blocks
(Fig. 2) at a block period of seconds.

The continuous-time channel output is
, where denotes the

(time-varying) continuous-time DSC impulse response and
denotes the noise waveform. Assuming that the pulse

is also used at the receiver, can be related
to the discrete-time impulse response from (1) via

[25] and

can be related to the sampled noise from (1) via
.

B. Time-Bandwidth Consumption

We now compute the spectral efficiencies of SZP-TDKD,
SCP-FDKD and SCP-Chirp schemes in bits/s/Hz by quanti-
fying the per-block time-bandwidth resources consumed by
these systems. To do this, we examine the continuous-time
channel output signal , since we reason that channel output
properties are more relevant than channel input properties when
analyzing egress onto adjacent frequency bands. In the sequel,
we make the approximation , which is
accurate for large .4

As illustrated in Fig. 2, each block of SCP-FDKD and
SCP-Chirp schemes consumes seconds while
that of SZP-TDKD consumes seconds. To find the band-
width consumption of these systems, we assume uncorrelated
information symbols (e.g., from an i.i.d. Gaussian
codebook). Observe that SZP-TDKD is an SCM system whose
transmit signal occupies a bandwidth of Hz. Because
of the frequency dispersion of DSC, the channel output has
bandwidth of Hz, so that
SZP-TDKD consumes Hz s per block. In contrast,
SCP-FDKD is a multicarrier system transmitting pilots and data
in the frequency domain, where each subcarrier consumes a
bandwidth of Hz. Because of zero-valued pilot subcar-
riers at the band edges (with the choice of ),
the SCP-FDKD output signal consumes a bandwidth of

Hz. Thus, SCP-FDKD
consumes Hz s per block. Notice that SCP-FDKD
consumes more time resources, but less frequency resources,
(per block) than SZP-TDKD. This follows from the fact that

4By writing N = 2bf T Nc+1 = 2f T N��+1 where � 2 [0; 1), we
see that 2f = ((N �1)=NT )+(�=NT ). We desire that the approximation
error satisfies �=NT � 1=T , or equivalently N � �, and this is guaranteed
when N � 1.
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SCP-FDKD contains “built-in” frequency-domain guard inter-
vals while SZP-TDKD contains “built-in” time-domain guard
intervals. Both the SCP-Chirp schemes consume a bandwidth
of Hz, so that their
time-bandwidth consumption is
Hz s per block.

C. On the Definition of SNR

For CP-based systems, we have assumed throughout that the
receiver discards the samples corresponding to the CP. (Recall
Section II-A.) In contrast, the SZP-TDKD receiver does not dis-
card samples. Thus, when comparing these systems, we must be
careful when defining SNR.

We define SNR as the ratio of signal power to noise
power observed at the output of the receiver’s pulse-shaping
filter. Because we assume an energy-preserving channel

, this SNR can be equivalently described as the
ratio of transmitted signal power to received noise power.
Since SZP-TDKD has a built-in ZP, the transmitted signal
power is .
For SCP schemes, the transmitted signal power is

, taking the
cyclic prefix into account. However, since it is easily
verified that SCP-FDKD and SCP-Chirp both guarantee
that

, we find that for
these schemes. In other words, SZP-TDKD, SCP-FDKD,
and SCP-Chirp all have the same average transmitted
power, and thus can be fairly compared under the defini-
tion SNR that was originally introduced in
Section III-A.

D. Spectral Efficiency of Streaming MMSE-PAT

In this section, we combine the per-block achievable rates
(from Section III) with the per-block time-bandwidth consump-
tion (from Section IV-B) in order to write the achievable rates in
units of bits/s/Hz. As shown in Section IV-C, the definition of
SNR from Section III-A can be fairly applied to SZP-TDKD,
SCP-FDKD, and SCP-Chirp. In addition, the channel matrix
definition (22) holds for SZP-TDKD as well as SCP schemes be-
cause, as evident from Fig. 2, the ZP portion of each SZP-TDKD
block acts as if it were a CP for the next SZP-TDKD block.
Thus, with i.i.d. Gaussian input, upper and lower bounds on the
achievable rate of the streaming schemes under consideration
are

(33)

(34)

where and were defined in
Theorem 2 and where equals ,
and for SZP-TDKD,
SCP-FDKD, and SCP-Chirp schemes, respectively. Using
similar arguments, the achievable rate of an SCP system with
i.i.d. Gaussian inputs and perfect receiver-CSI (and no pilots) is

(35)

The asymptotic achievable rates in bits/s/Hz can then be written
as

SZP-TDKD

SZP-TDKD

SNR (36)

SCP-FDKD

SCP-FDKD

SNR (37)

SCP-Chirp SNR

(38)

for SNR . For integer and , it easily follows that
and vice versa. Thus,

in the high-SNR regime, SCP-FDKD dominates SZP-TDKD
(from [12]) when , while SZP-TDKD dominates SCP-
FDKD when .

V. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

In this section, we present numerical examples of the spec-
tral efficiencies of several streaming MMSE-PAT schemes. For
this purpose, we evaluate the achievable rate bounds derived in
Section IV-D (in units of bits/s/Hz) for the SZP-TDKD, SCP-
FDKD, and SCP-Chirp schemes, using the power allocation
procedure described in Section III-C. In all cases, we consider
block size and plot the bounds over the SNR range of
practical interest. As discussed in Section IV-C, the definition
of SNR allows a fair comparison of the three schemes under
consideration. We used a Monte Carlo approach to evaluate the
expectation in the bounding expressions (23) and (24).

In Fig. 3, we show results for a channel with i.i.d. BEM co-
efficients (i.e., ) such that .
These discrete spreading parameters correspond to a spreading
index of , as results from, e.g., carrier frequency

, sampling interval , mobile velocity
, and a channel delay-spread of 3 . These physical

channel parameters are related to via , where
denotes the speed of light. Both the SCP-Chirp schemes yield
identical bounds since they have the same spectral efficiency.
Also, as can be seen from Fig. 3, SZP-TDKD and SCP-FDKD
yield identical bounds on achievable rate, which is expected
since . The bounds for SCP-Chirp schemes are uni-
formly lower than those for SZP-TDKD and SCP-FDKD, which
is also expected since . For reference, Fig. 3 also
plots the performance of an SCP system with perfect receiver
CSI (and no pilots) via (35).

In Fig. 4, we show results for a channel with i.i.d. BEM coeffi-
cients such that and . This channel is primarily
time-spreading with spreading index and results from,
e.g., the same physical channel parameters as before, but with
a channel delay-spread of 15 . Note that, since ,
the SCP-FDKD bounds dominate SZP-TDKD bounds, which
in turn dominate the SCP-Chirp bounds. Compared to Fig. 3,
there is a much larger gap between the MMSE-PAT bounds and
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Fig. 3. Bounds on ergodic achievable rates for N = N = 3.

Fig. 4. Bounds on ergodic achievable rates forN = 15 andN = 3.

the perfect-receiver-CSI bounds, as a consequence of the higher
spreading index.

In Fig. 5, we compare SZP-TDKD to SCP-FDKD on
two channels with and . One has
i.i.d. BEM coefficients (i.e.,
for and

), and the other has independent but
nonidentically distributed BEM coefficients, as would re-
sult from a nonuniform delay profile and a nonuniform
Doppler spectrum. In particular, we consider a channel with
a “Jakes” Doppler spectrum and an exponential delay profile,
for which
for and

, and where is chosen such that
. For the channel with i.i.d. BEM coefficients,

we allocate pilot/data power according to the procedure in
Section III-C, while, for the non-i.i.d. channel, we allocate
equal power between pilots and data. In both cases, we see

Fig. 5. Bounds on ergodic achievable rates for N = 15 and N = 3 for (a)
nonuniform and (b) uniform decay and Doppler profiles.

that the achievable rate bounds grow (asymptotically) linearly
in SNR with slopes proportional to the pre-log factors in
the asymptotic rate expressions (36) and (37). Since, for this
channel, , SCP-FDKD’s higher pre-log factor trans-
lates into significant rate gains over SZP-TDKD at high SNR.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper presented necessary and sufficient conditions for
cyclic-prefixed block-based affine PAT to yield MMSE channel
estimates for the single-antenna CE-BEM DSC. Using these
conditions, novel MMSE-PAT schemes were proposed, and cer-
tain heuristic PAT schemes were shown to be MSE-optimal.
In addition, bounds on the ergodic achievable rates of affine
MMSE-PAT systems were derived, and a pilot/data power al-
location scheme was developed. A high-SNR analysis was then
presented which suggested that, to maximize high-SNR achiev-
able rate, the channel’s spreading parameters should be taken
into account when choosing among affine MMSE-PAT schemes.

APPENDIX I
PROOF OF THEOREM 1

We begin with the singular value decompositions
and , where and

are diagonal and full-rank. Let denote the rank of
. Defining and using (2), (3), and (7)

Since projection onto does not attenuate the pilot
component of , the pilot-aided MMSE channel estimate given

is equal to that given . With
and , the MMSE estimate of given is

, where and
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with diagonal and . Note that the MMSE
estimate of is and that

. We have
and

(39)

(40)

where we used the matrix inversion lemma in (39). Inequality
(40) follows since and . Since is full rank,
has full row rank, and so equality in (40) is achieved if and only
if

(41)

Since , (41) is satisfied if and only if , which is
equivalent to (11), since and are full rank square matrices.
We proceed further assuming that (11) is satisfied. With

using the matrix inversion lemma. With , diag-
onal implies

(42)

where and equality in (42) is achieved if and

only if is diagonal. (See [34] for additional
details.) Since all the columns of have norm , the
bound (42) is written as (10). When (11) and (12) are met, it
follows straightforwardly that is given by (13).

APPENDIX II
PROOF OF LEMMA 1

Notice that is composed of blocks
for . For

these and for , (12) becomes

(43)

The definitions of and imply

. Setting and ,
so that and , we have

(44)

where in (44) we exploited the fact that
for . Combining (43) and (44), we obtain (15).
Similarly, we can show that (11) is equivalent to

(45)

Since any data vector should satisfy (45), and since the infor-
mation symbols are arbitrary, the requirements (16) and (45)
are equivalent.

APPENDIX III
PROOF OF THEOREM 2

Let the columns of form an orthonormal
basis for and the columns of
form an orthonormal basis for the left null space of . Notice
that, with , we have . The
pilot-data orthogonality of MMSE-PAT [recall (11)] implies that

and . Projecting the observed vector
onto the pilot and data subspaces, we obtain and

, respectively, where

(46)

(47)

Clearly, and are CWGN with variance . Since the pro-
jection (46) does not compromise pilot energy, the LMMSE es-
timate of given equals the LMMSE estimate given . Simi-
larly, since the projection (47) does not compromise data energy,
there is no loss in mutual information, i.e., .

Splitting the channel matrix into the estimate and error
component as , we have

(48)

The orthogonality principle guarantees that will be un-
correlated with . In this case, it has been shown [10] that the
worst-case distribution for (from a mutual information per-
spective) is Gaussian. With an i.i.d. Gaussian distribution on ,
we have the following mutual information bound [33]:

(49)
where . Furthermore, we have

, in the
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positive definite sense, since the columns of are orthonormal.

Since and , we have

(50)

Substituting (50) into (49), we have

(51)

It follows that due to the similarity in the structure
of and . Using the determinant identity

and the fact that , the
lower bound on the mutual information (51) can be rewritten as
(23) after the normalization of .

For the upper bound on the mutual information, we consider
the “best case” scenario of perfect channel estimates, i.e.,

and . For this scenario, with i.i.d. Gaussian input
distribution, it is straightforward [33] to obtain the bound (24).

APPENDIX IV
PROOF OF THEOREM 3

We bound the asymptotic achievable rates from both
below and above and get the complete characterization. To
start, . First, let us charac-
terize the asymptotic behavior of . With any
fixed power allocation fraction , and

, as , estimation error variance goes
to zero, i.e., and, hence, it follows that

and . Also,
as , the normalized channel estimates are equal to
the actual channel almost surely (a.s.), .
Using Fatou’s lemma [35] we find the lower bound on the
asymptotics of , by interchanging the limit and
the expectation. We have

(52)

(53)

which follows from the continuity of . Since
such that , , we have

, where
are the eigen values of . Since is full rank

with probability 1, we have the following lower bound on

SNR

SNR (54)

as SNR .
Now, to bound the asymptotic achievable rates from above,

we consider the “coherent” case of zero channel estimation

error. Since the pilot component can be subtracted from
(21) without affecting the mutual information, we start with

(55)

Using to denote the capacity of (55) with power con-
straint , it is evident that . In fact, for
(55), the capacity maximizing input distribution is zero-mean
Gaussian [33], so that

(56)

where denotes the covariance of . Note that, for any
satisfying the power constraint in (56), we have ,
in the positive semidefinite sense. Using this in (56), we find

(57)

(58)

as SNR . Theorem 3 follows from (54) and (58).
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